WEAPONS RACK
SPECIFICATIONS:
Hi‐Density’s Weapons Racks are constructed of solid highly durable non‐marring wear resistant polyeth‐
ylene (HDPE) most commonly used as wear guards in heavy equipment and machinery due to its strength
and durability. By using this material in weapons storage systems we can oﬀer the most universal, weapon
safe, non‐marring, durable storage racks for today’s high tech weapons, and the weapons of the future. The
non‐marring material in the racks is solid and will not brake bend ,wear away or fall oﬀ leaving exposed steel
to make direct contact with the weapons.

Barrel Supports:
Barrel supports are machined from one piece of 3/8” thick solid High Density Polyethylene (HDPE) material
having no guards or coa ngs to fall oﬀ or wear away. All standard supports are to be capable of accommo‐
da ng weapons with or without scopes, sights and/or grenade launcher.

Gunstock Supports:
Gunstock Supports are of the same material as barrel supports mounted to a 6061‐T6 aluminum extruded
channel with a 3/4’ thick x 1”wide HDPE strip mounted in the base of the channel to insure the weapon lts
to the rear of the rack and can not p out of the rack.

Pistol Racks:
Pistol Racks are machined from a 3/4” thick solid piece of HDPE designed to support the pistol barrel and
grip from the exterior of the weapon leaving the barrel rifling unaﬀected.

Large Weapons Storage:
All M2 Racks are of the same construc on and store 2‐barrels directly behind 1‐gun with the capability for
one lock to secured each set of 2‐barrels and 1‐gun. Each 12”d x 36”w Rack must hold 4‐sets of 2‐barrels
and 1‐gun, a 42”wide rack must hold 4 sets, and a 48” wide rack must hold 5 sets of 2‐barrels and 1‐gun

All MK19 Grenade launcher Racks are of the same construc on, and store all weapons in a ver cal posi‐
on. Racks must store 3‐MK19 in a 15”d x 36”w rack and 4‐in 42”, and 48” wide racks with the capability
of locking all weapons in each rack with one lock where necessary.

Weapon Rack Locks:
Each Barrel Support can be equipped with a one piece lock assembly machined from a solid piece of 3/4”
thick HDPE mounted to the Barrel Support with 4‐3/8”round steel shoulder bolts. The Unique slide lock de‐
sign locks all weapons in each rack with one DOD approved padlock.

Pistol Rack Locks:
The Pistol Rack lock is made of the same material as barrel support lock fi ed with a rubber coated 3/8”
steel hook for each pistol that locks the pistol in the rack through the trigger guard each lock assembly is of
similar design as the barrel support lock securing all pistols in each rack with 1‐DOD approved padlock.

For more informa on, visit our website:
Or contact us at:

hdspacesaving.com
Phone 800‐492‐9160
Fax 803‐492 8802
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